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Batman Long Halloween
In a mystery taking place during Batman's early days of crime
fighting, Batman: The Long Halloween is one of the greatest
Dark Knight stories ever told. Christmas. St. Patrick's Day.
Easter. As the calendar's days stack up, so do the bodies
littered in the streets of Gotham City. A murderer is loose,
killing only on holidays. The only man that can stop this
fiend? The Dark Knight. Working with District Attorney Harvey
Dent and Lieutenant James Gordon, Batman races against
the calendar as he tries to discover who Holiday is before he
claims his next victim each month. A mystery that has the
reader continually guessing the identity of the killer, this story
also ties into the events that transform Harvey Dent into
Batman's deadly enemy, Two-Face. The magnificent, New
York Times bestselling creative team of Jeph Loeb and Tim
Sale reach their apex in Batman: The Long Halloween. This
deluxe edition includes the original 13-issue series as well as
Absolute Batman: The Long Halloween.
In this collection of Japanese manga styled after the classic
1960s television series, the dynamic duo of Batman and
Robin face off against such villains as Dr. Faceless, Lord
Death Man, and the Human Ball.
The Batman: The Long Halloween duo of writer Jeph Loeb
and artist Tim Sale return to Gotham for a high-stakes
Catwoman adventure now back in print as a Deluxe Edition
hardcover! In 1996, writer Jeph Loeb and artist Tim Sale
teamed up for an instant Dark Knight classic with Batman:
The Long Halloween. Then in 1999, they followed up that
murder mystery epic with Batman: Dark Victory. For the third
part of their trilogy, Loeb and Sale focused on Batman's most
compelling sometimes-enemy, sometimes-ally in the six-part
Catwoman: When in Rome. Catwoman: When in Rome takes
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place within the events of Dark Victory, detailing Selina Kyle's
mysterious trip to Italy, her dealings with the deadly Falcone
crime family, and her attempt to uncover information about
her long-lost parents. As Selina's Roman Holiday unfolds
over the span of a week, she encounters the Riddler,
Scarecrow, and even Wonder Woman's nemesis, the
Cheetah! The third chapter of Loeb and Sale's signature
trilogy returns in a new Deluxe Edition hardcover, collecting
Catwoman: When in Rome #1-6!
Collecting BATMAN: DARK VICTORY #0-13, this epic
continues the story of THE LONG HALLOWEEN. It is early in
Batman's crimefighting career, when James Gordon, Harvey
Dent, and the vigilante himself were all just beginning their
roles as Gotham's protectors. Once a town controlled by
organized crime, Gotham City suddenly finds itself being run
by lawless freaks, such as Poison Ivy, Mr. Freeze, and the
Joker. Witnessing his city's dark evolution, the Dark Knight
completes his transformation into the city's greatest defender.
He faces multiple threats, including the seeming return of a
serial killer called Holiday. Batman's previous investigation of
Holiday's killings revealed that more than one person was
responsible for the murders. So the question remains: who is
committing Holiday's crimes this time? And how many will die
before Batman learns the truth?
Melinda Zucco’s connection to the man who killed Dick
Grayson’s parents wasn’t a surprise to the Blüdhaven hero,
but what the former Robin discovers about Melinda’s ties to
the Flying Graysons leaves the usually upbeat detective
speechless.
Quelques mois après sa première victoire contre l'empire du
crime qui phagocyte Gotham, le vigilant Batman enquête sur
une série de meurtres perpétrés uniquement lors des fêtes.
Travaillant en parallèle avec le jeune procureur Harvey Dent
et le capitaine de police lames Gordon, le Chevalier Noir
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engage une course contre un calendrier morbide qui égrène
chaque mois une victime supplémentaire. Une enquête dont
la conclusion pourrait bien sonner la chute du plus grand
espoir de Gotham, et la naissance de l'une de ses pires
créatures... Batman - Un long Halloween est le premier
mouvement d'un dyptique qui trouve sa conclusion dans les
pages de Batman - amère victoire (disponible chez le même
éditeur). Aux commandes de ce récit incontournable, Jeph
Loeb (Batman - Silence) et Tim Sale (Superman - Kryptonite)
remontent aux sources du mythe de Batman, dans le respect
des origines modernes redéfinies par Frank Miller et David
Mazzuchelli dans Batman - Année un. Un album essentiel
aux ambiances de polar, réalisé par l'un des duos d'auteurs
les plus marquants de la mythologie du protecteur de
Gotham.
The New Year ushers in all-new horror! In the aftermath of
December's tale of yuletide terror, serial killer Holiday has
made Gotham his stomping grounds and an enraged and
jealous Joker decides to take matters into his own hands!
The Scarecrow lures Batman into a devious trap, exposing
The Dark Knight to his phobia-inducing fear gas. Able to
escape, but still under the Scarecrow's influence, Bruce
Wayne finds himself hunted by Captain Gordon and his men!

A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Presented for the first
time with stark, stunning new coloring by Brian Bolland,
BATMAN: THE KILLING JOKE is Alan Moore's
unforgettable meditation on the razor-thin line between
sanity and insanity, heroism and villainy, comedy and
tragedy. According to the grinning engine of madness
and mayhem known as the Joker, that's all that
separates the sane from the psychotic. Freed once again
from the confines of Arkham Asylum, he's out to prove
his deranged point. And he's going to use Gotham City's
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top cop, Commissioner Jim Gordon, and the
Commissioner’s brilliant and beautiful daughter Barbara
to do it.
On Independence Day, Scarecrow and the Mad Hatter
turn Gotham City upside down. Ready to oppose them
are Batman and Catwoman--but Selina has her own
agenda: seducing The Dark Knight away from his duty
and into her reckless and daring lifestyle. Meanwhile, the
killer Holiday continues their rampage!
"The death that changed Batman forever is captured in
this chilling hardcover edition that hasn't been released
in a decade! In 1988 Batman readers were allowed to
vote on the outcome of the story... and they decided that
Robin should die! Jim Starlin's devastating graphic novel
classic left shock waves throughout the comic book
industry, many of which are still felt today! As the second
person to assume the role of Batman's sidekick, Jason
Todd had a completely different personality than the
original Robin. Rash and prone to ignore Batman's
instructions, Jason was always quick to act without
regard for consequences. In this fatal instance, Robin
ignores his mentor's warnings when he attempts to take
on The Joker by himself, and pays the ultimate price.
Driven by anger, with Superman by his side, Batman
seeks his vengeance as he looks to end The Joker's
threat forever. This tale of loss, guilt and brutality is
considered one of the most defining pieces in the Dark
Knight's mythology."-In this retelling of the early career of The Man Without
Fear, the Eisner Award-winning team of Jeph Loeb and
Tim Sale have taken an inspiring action adventure story
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and blended it with a romantic comedy. The result is the
heartwarming and heartbreaking story of two young
people in love--Matthew Murdock and Karen Page.
In this penultimate issue, Harvey Dent has disappeared!
As the manhunt for the missing D.A. begins, how do
Solomon Grundy and the killer known as Holiday figure
into the creation of one of Batman's deadliest and most
tragic foes?
The Eisner Award-winning team of Jeph Loeb and Tim
Sale returns to further the exciting adventures they
began in BATMAN: THE LONG HALLOWEEN and
followed in BATMAN: DARK VICTORY! Collecting the
6-part series that guest-starred Batman and a host of
Gotham's most colorful and dangerous villains, WHEN
IN ROME chronicles Catwoman's mysterious trip to Italy
and her dealings with the deadly Falcone crime family.
It's an incredible tale of Gotham's sexiest cat burglar!
Everyone's dying to uncover the identity of the serial
killer called Holiday. But who could solve Gotham City's
greatest question better than the Riddler? Told from the
split points-of-view of both Batman and Riddler, this
issue pits the hero and villain against one another in a
race to save lives!
Who is RED X? The students of Titans Academy want to
know, and they want to know NOW! After the infiltration
of the school by the Suicide Squad, three unlikely
students launch their own investigation into the
mysterious figure’s true identity and motivation. What
they find is shocking and surprising, if any of it is actually
true!

Clark Kent, Lois Lane and Jimmy Olsen are tasked
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to investigate Antony Gallo, a powerful local
mobster. But as Lois begins a dangerous game of
flirtation with Gallo, Clark doesn't realise that his
investigations will bring him into deadly contact with
his most deadly adversary: Lex Luthor.
A collection of Batman comics, originally published in
thirteen monthly installments, following the efforts of
the costumed crime fighter to save Gotham from a
serial killer, a crime lord, and assorted gangsters and
freaks.
Twenty-five years ago, you thought you knew the
whole story of Batman: The Long Halloween. Now,
legendary creators Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale return to
Gotham City to reveal that no secret remains buried
forever! Join us for the return of the Batman
Halloween specials and a mystery that could destroy
Batman, Commissioner Gordon, Two-Face,
and…well, that would be telling, wouldn’t it?
A prelude story leading into the DARK VICTORY
main title! Batman recounts the capture of the
Holiday killer, now safely behind bars. But even with
Holiday over, new villains begin emerging in Gotham
City ready to make a name for themselves.
This graphic novel by Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale-the
creative team behind the classic BATMAN: THE
LONG HALLOWEEN-includes three dark tales of
horror and intrigue featuring Batman facing off
against his most demented and wicked foes. Taking
place on the most evil of holidays, Halloween, the
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Darknight Detective confronts his deepest fears ashe
tries to stop the madness and horror created by
Scarecrow, the Mad Hatter, the Penguin, Poison Ivy
and the Joker. Collects BATMAN: LEGENDS OF
THE DARK KNIGHT HALLOWEEN SPECIAL #1,
BATMAN: MADNESS - A LEGEND OF THE DARK
KNIGHT HALLOWEEN SPECIAL and BATMAN:
GHOSTS - A LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL.
A new millennium brings a new era for the Man of
Steel, thanks to some of the biggest names in
comics! The Son of Mongul debuts! Superman fights
his Kryptonian ancestor! Etrigan poses as Santa
Claus! Obsession returns-or is it "Mrs. Superman"? If
that's not enough, Metropolis gets a major upgrade
thanks to Brainiac 13, looking to bring the city into
the 64th century! Collects SUPERMAN #151-154,
SUPERMAN: Y2K #1, SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF
STEEL #95-98, ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN
#573-576 and ACTION COMICS #760-763.
Bruce Banner's life was torn apart by the explosion
of the Gamma Bomb. From that moment on, he
unleashed the strongest creature on Earth--The
Incredible Hulk. No matter how powerful he became,
his heart could still be shattered by Betty Ross. The
Eisner Award-winning team of Jeph Loeb and Tim
Sale continue their insightful look into the early days
of Marvel's most popular heroes as they unravel the
origin of the Hulk.
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For use in schools and libraries only. Batman races
against time as he tries to uncover who the
mysterious murderer who kills only on holidays is
before the next victim is taken.
Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale's legendary Batman story is
collected in an all-new black and white noir edition!
Collecting this landmark series in a brand new noir
edition, all-stars Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale send the
Dark Knight on the hunt for a mysterious serial killer
who strikes only on holidays. The World's Greatest
Detective must solve the unsolvable with no
shortage of suspects in a city beset by mobsters and
costumed criminals, any one of whom could be his
prey. Collects BATMAN: THE LONG HALLOWEEN
#1-14 in black and white.
"Originally published in single magazine form in
Batman: the long Halloween 1-13"--T.p. verso.
Leaving past mistakes behind and racing into the
future, Wally West returns as Central City’s Scarlet
Speedster! Now reunited with his wife, Linda, and
their two children, the former Kid Flash begins a new
chapter in his life. But Wally quickly remembers that
saving lives and fighting super-villains may make
him a hero, but they don’t pay the bills. Luckily, an
old friend may have just the right job for this bluecollar champion.
The creative team behind Batman: The Long
Halloween and Batman: Dark Victory brings you their
prelude to their all-time classic graphic novels in
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Batman: Haunted Knight! Batman faces off against
his most demented and wicked foes in three dark
tales of horror and intrigue. Taking place on the most
evil of holidays, Halloween, the Dark Knight
Detective confronts his deepest fears as he tries to
stop the madness and horror created by The
Scarecrow, the Mad Hatter, the Penguin, Poison Ivy
and The Joker Collects Batman: Legends of The
Dark Knight Halloween Special #1, Batman:
Madness #1 and Batman: Ghosts #1
Barry Allen's history with the Psycho-Pirate isn't
pleasant. The Flash encountered this mind-bending
villain all the way back in the original Crisis on
Infinite Earths, and it did not end well for the Scarlet
Speedster. For the first time since his death and
rebirth, Barry runs afoul of this foe-hopefully it will go
better this time around! That is, if the even bigger
villain behind the Pirate stays out of the fray, or if
President Superman of Justice Incarnate sticks
around to help win the day.Barry Allen's history with
the Psycho-Pirate isn't pleasant. The Flash
encountered this mind-bending villain all the way
back in the original Crisis on Infinite Earths, and it
did not end well for the Scarlet Speedster. For the
first time since his death and rebirth, Barry runs afoul
of this foe-hopefully it will go better this time around!
That is, if the even bigger villain behind the Pirate
stays out of the fray, or if President Superman of
Justice Incarnate sticks around to help win the day.
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Adam Strange may save the world, but can he save
his marriage? There are things that happened in the
original war with the marauding Pykkts that Adam
never told his wife, Alanna, and she wants answers
now. Adding fuel to the fire is the possibility that he
didn’t just deceive her, but entire galactic
civilizations, in his quest for victory-which raises the
question: How much has been true in the stories
he’s told Earth to mobilize its greatest heroes
against an invasion right here at home? This is the
big one before the finale. Massive secrets are
revealed, as two timelines rush toward a collision.
Set in early days of the Dark Knight's career, Batman
must stop the elusive cop killer "Hangman" before
the murderer strikes again. A children's game pinned
to each of the victims is the only clue to the
Hangman's identity. A rogues gallery of villains are
prime suspects--Two Face, the Joker, the Riddler,
Catwoman. Even the police force, led by newly
appointed Commissioner Jim Gordon, cannot be
trusted. In order to solve this crime, Batman must
look to a most unexepcted place: An orphaned boy
who will change his life forever. They will be known
as Batman and Robin, and this is their story.
Batman: The Long Halloween: Dark Victory: The
Deluxe Edition is a stunning murder mystery from
the iconic team of Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale collecting
the entire series Batman: Dark Victory #1-13 and
Batman: Dark Victory (New Edition).
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Quelques mois après sa première victoire contre
l'empire du crime qui phagocyte. La cité de Gotham,
le vigilant Batman enquête sur une série de meurtres
perpétrés uniquement lors des fêtes. Travaillant en
parallèle avec le jeune procureur Harvey Dent et le
Lieutenant James Gordons, le Chevalier Noir
engage une course contre ce calendrier morbide qui
égrène chaque mois une victime supplémentaire.
Une quête dont la conclusion pourrait bien sonner la
chute du plus grand espoir de Gotham, et la
naissance de l'un de ses pires monstres de foire...
(contient Batman The Long Halloween #1-7)
Follow former Jedi turned saber-for-hire monster hunter
Ty Yorrick in this adventure-packed High Republic
miniseries by Cavan Scott and Rachael Stott! The time
has come—Ty has reached the Gretalx layer and now
she must do what she does best: slay the beast! But
during the battle, her rusty Force powers trigger a cave
in, trapping her and Drewen with the monster. As the
Gretalax and Rock Weavers close in on the pair, Ty feels
an unexpected presence in the Force…
Following the horrors of Halloween, Thanksgiving proves
to be no haven for the guilty as another group of
criminals falls prey to the mysterious serial killer
nicknamed "Holiday." Hot on the trail of an assassin
targeting D.A. Harvey Dent, Batman finds his blocked by
Solomon Grundy!
Catwoman, the Joker, Poison Ivy, and the Riddler--any
one of these Batman rogues may prove to be the
mysterious serial killer known as "Holiday," a murderer
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who kills according to the calendar. And now, a stilllearning Batman must uncover the killer's identity before
they kill again!
Batman races against time as he tries to uncover who
the mysterious murderer who kills only on holidays is
before the next victim is taken.
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